Introducing Huddly L1: the AI
collaboration camera for large meeting
rooms
(Oslo, March 25, 2021) Today, we are introducing Huddly L1, a breakthrough AI collaboration
camera for large and medium meeting rooms. Like all of Huddly's products and experiences, it
is carefully designed to help people do great work together, no matter where they are. Meetings
are about people connecting and getting things done, and L1 helps them achieve that. It is built
for collaboration and makes video meetings inclusive and productive for the whole team.

The smart camera for team collaboration
Huddly L1's neural engine has been trained and optimized to detect the people in a large
meeting room, providing instant, automatic and responsive framing. The focus stays on the
team, where it belongs.
Thanks to a one-inch image sensor and a custom lens designed for large rooms, Huddly L1
captures all meeting participants in sharp quality. Everyone is seen and can be part of the
conversation.
Compact, unobtrusive, and with no moving mechanical parts, Huddly L1 enhances the meeting
without ever getting in the way.

Instant framing. No moving parts.
Huddly L1 leverages our AI platform to automatically frame participants in large rooms. This
makes it easier for remote participants to see everyone’s face clearly and to pick up on nonverbal cues, even from those at the far end of the table. Whenever people enter, leave or move
about, L1 smoothly adjusts the frame.

Sees the whole room. All of the time.
Huddly L1 keeps an overview of the entire meeting room whilst displaying the zoomed image of
meeting participants. This meant that it can capture comprehensive data such as meeting room
usage, occupancy, and people count. Organizations who want to get a better understanding of
how their meeting spaces are being used can access these advanced analytics.

Designed for large rooms
With a single Power over Ethernet connection, installation is reliable and flexible in regards to
cable length. The camera can be placed on top of a screen, directly on the wall, or on other
surfaces.

Get Huddly L1 for your team
Huddly L1 will be available to order in April 2021 and start shipping from June 2021. For more
information, contact the Huddly Sales team.

